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Manifest your unique vision of home with the gallery of beautiful finishes 
and finely crafted doors from the Schrock™ family. Whether looking for 
designer-inspired color, intelligent storage, or just simple style basics, 

Schrock is your trusted brand for expressive, well-built cabinetry backed 
by the reassurance of a limited lifetime warranty.

Premium Semi-Custom Cabinetry

Semi-Custom Cabinetry

Value Semi-Custom Cabinetry





Finely crafted. 
Beautifully personalized.TM

Your home reveals your cultured tastes,  
personal interests and appreciation 

for all things beautiful. Surround yourself  
with the character color and artisanal craftsmanship 

found in the curated collection of doors 
 from the Schrock Boutique™ Series.
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MAPLE  |  MINDFUL GRAY PAINT

tanner inset
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shaydonshaydonshaydon
MAPLE  |  INTERESTING AQUA PAINT WITH EXTRA HEWN TECHNIQUE (DROP ZONE)  

MAPLE  | MOREL STAIN WITH EXTRA HEWN TECHNIQUE (COFFEE BAR)  



garrett inset
MAPLE  |  BUCKSKIN STAIN & ABYSS PAINT (ISLAND) 10      |      schrock.com
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brennan
MAPLE  |  STONE TRAIL PAINT
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kirkwood 
beaded inset

MAPLE  |  STERLING WHITE  PAINT  
QUARTERSAWN OAK  |  DRIFTWOOD STAIN (ISLAND)



lorrina inset
MAPLE  |  MARITIME PAINT



shaydon inset
MAPLE  |  MARITIME PAINT
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vaughn
MAPLE  | NORTH STAR PAINT



Sophisticated style.  
Intelligent design.TM

Ensure your kitchen is as functional  
as it is beautiful with the robust offering  

of intelligent storage options nestled  
behind perfectly hued doors  

from the Schrock Trademark™ Series.
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pleasant hillpleasant hill
MAPLE  |  EGRET PAINT & GRIZZLY STAIN (ISLAND)
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pleasant hillpleasant hillpleasant hill
MAPLE  |  EGRET PAINT & GRIZZLY STAIN (ISLAND)



derazi
SPECIALTY LAMINATE  |  OBSIDIAN  

ASPEN  SPECIALTY LAMINATE  | HIGH GLOSS WHITE  
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seaton
MAPLE  |  COCONUT PAINT
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herra
PURESTYLE™  |  ELK 

PRESTLEY MAPLE |  BLACK PAINT (ISLAND)



seaton
CHERRY |  STORM STAIN

MAPLE |  JUNIPER BERRY PAINT
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kennedykennedykennedykennedy
MAPLE  |  EGRET PAINT & SEAL STAIN
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campbellcampbellcampbell
MAPLE  | SEAL STAIN



carmin
CHERRY |  BLACK FOREST FLOODED GLAZE38      |      schrock.com
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denton
MAPLE  |  DOVER PAINT
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parker
MAPLE  |  COCONUT PAINT & STORM STAIN



prestley
MAPLE |  MOONSTONE PAINT
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chanleychanleychanleychanleychanley
RUSTIC ALDER  | WHISKEY BLACK FLOODED GLAZE





ainsley
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MAPLE |  PALOMINO FLOODED GLAZE &  
JUNIPER BERRY PAINT WITH TIDAL MIST FLOODED GLAZE (ISLAND)
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huxley
MAPLE | LAMBSWOOL PAINT

WHITTAKER MAPLE | LAMBSWOOL PAINT
GALLIO SPECIALTY LAMINATE | WHARF (ISLAND)



elston
MAPLE |  MOONSTONE PAINT
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ainsley
MAPLE  |  WHITE PAINT 
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galena
MAPLE  |  COCONUT PAINT WITH GREY STONE FLOODED GLAZE





derazi
SPECIALTY LAMINATE | ARCTIC
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Straightforward style.TM

Create the clean, fresh, current space  
 you envision with style essentials  
from the Schrock Entra™ Series.





korbyn
PAINTED | MARITIME & ICY AVALANCHE62      |      schrock.com
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dezmin
PAINTED  |  CLOUD
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willet
CHERRY  |  HENNA





ludlow
PAINTED |  LIMESTONE WITH BROWN SUGAR PENNED GLAZE 

CHERRY CHOCOLATE (ISLAND)
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kempton
CHERRY  |  MOREL
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ingalis
PAINTED | COCONUT72      |      schrock.com
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rivali
LAMINATE  |  WHITE  

KITTREL PURESTYLE  |   LIMESTONE
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henrickson
CHERRY | TUNDRA76      |      schrock.com
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walton
PURESTYLE  |  EGRET
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lormand
OAK |  THATCH
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WANT TO KNOW MORE?

Visit the Schrock website for information 
on everything from kitchen trends to 
cabinet technology! Get advice for every 
step of your journey from inspiration to 
installation. Read up on construction 
specifics to understand what makes a 
Schrock cabinet so sturdy. Visualize your 
favorite doors in the finishes you love, find 
a dealer in your area, and more... 

schrock.com





Styles, product availability and construction may vary slightly from those shown in this book due to material availability and/or design evolution. 
Specifications are subject to change without notice. For more details, check with your designer.

Product photography and illustrations have been reproduced as accurately as printing technologies permit. To ensure highest satisfaction, we strongly 
recommend you view an actual sample for best color, wood grain and finish representation.

SchrockTM is a certified brand in the Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association (KCMA) Environmental Stewardship Program. The program recognizes 
companies that demonstrate an ongoing commitment to environmental practices and sustainability.
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SchrockTM has a Limited Lifetime Warranty. 
For terms and conditions, please visit: schrock.com/warranty

Front cover:  Schrock Boutique™ BRENNAN Maple Stone Trail Paint

schrock.com 
#SchrockCabinets
© 2019 MasterBrand Cabinets, Inc. All rights reserved.

Cabinet Care and Cleaning Instructions: masterbrand.com/care-and-cleaning

Premium Semi-Custom Cabinetry

Semi-Custom Cabinetry

Value Semi-Custom Cabinetry




